The semiclassical Boltzmann conductivity and the first quantum correction are calculated for a strongly two-dimensional (2D) anisotropic conductor (weakly coupled chains system) in the presence of a magnetic field. From scaling arguments, the ground state of the system at zero temperature is determined.
The semiclassical Boltzmann conductivity and the first quantum correction are calculated for a strongly two-dimensional (2D) anisotropic conductor (weakly coupled chains system) in the presence of a magnetic field. From scaling arguments, the ground state of the system at zero temperature is determined.
When the coupling t between chains is much smaller than the elastic scattering rate 1/r, the system behaves as a set of uncoupled 1D chains. In the other limit where 1/r « t, the gas shows a 2D (anisotroplc) behavior in zero field. A weak magnetic field leads to a negative magnetoresistance. As a consequence of the quasi-1D aspect of the Fermi surface, a strong magnetic field induces a transition from a 2D regime towards a 1D insulating state. The calculations are extended to the 3D case, where a magnetic field perpendicular to the chains can induce an Anderson localization.
I. INTRODUCTION
Among the numerous studies devoted to the physics of localization in noninteracting disordered conductors, the effect of a magnetic field has been one of the major topics. i s An important aspect has been the study of the effect of a weak magnetic field. In the weakly localized regime (where pertubative calculations are possible) a negative magnetoresistance was predicted in twodimensional (2D) and 3D systems. 4~H owever, a weak magnetic field does not destroy the localization in a 2D system. s s In a strong magnetic field, the interplay between localization and Landau quantization plays a crucial role and leads to the quantization of the Hall effect. s On the other hand, the 2D anisotropic electron gas that can be found experimentally in weakly coupled chains has revealed spectacular properties in a magnetic field, which have been studied extensively during the past years. For example, the quasi-1D conductors of the Bechgaard salts family present a surprising phase diagram: a cascade of spin-density wave phases appearing for increasing magnetic field. The spectrum of these field-induced spindensity wave phases is quantized, leading to a mechanism for the quantized Hall effect. More generally, the thermodynamic properties of these quasi-1D conductors result from an interplay between the 2D (or 3D) and 1D aspects of the Fermi surface.
In this paper, we investigate the interplay between disorder and magnetic field in a strongly anisotropic conductor in the absence of electron-electron interaction. It is shown that the quasi-1D aspect of the Fermi surface leads to new developments in the physics of localization. ii
We consider 6rst a system of parallel chains arranged in one plane (2:, y) with interspacing b When the amp. litude of the hopping t between the neighboring chains is small (t « y"p being the Fermi energy), the Fermi surface is made of two slightly warped sheets and is well described by the dispersion law (5 = 1 throughout the paper) E(k) = v(ikz i -k~) + t cos(k"b)+ p. In the weak-field limit io,r « 1, the magnetic field can be treated semiclassically and the one dimensionalization can be neglected. However, the question arises whether the results for the isotropic 2D gas can be simply extended by introducing two anisotropic difFusion coefficients (or equivalently two anisotropic masses The magnetoresistance of a planar array of edge dislocations described by the dispersion law (1) has been studied by Nakhmedov, Pridogin, and Firsov in the weak-field limit. i4 These authors have calculated the contribution of the maximally crossed diagrams to the conductivity. Starting from a 2D anisotropic diffusion equation for the cooperon in zero field, they have taken into account the effect of the magnetic field by a Peierls substitution for a particle of charge 2e. We show in this paper that the diffusion equation obtained in this way is correct in the weak-field limit where the semiclassical phase integral (also called eikonal) approximation for the one-particle Green's function is valid. However, this diffusion equation cannot describe the high-field limit where the electronic wave functions become one dimensional. Therefore, in order to describe the effect of a strong magnetic field, it is necessary to use the exact Green's functions as will be done in this paper.
In Sec. II, we determine the one-particle Green's functions in presence of a magnetic field and calculate the self-energy due to the elastic scattering. The lifetime of an electron at the Fermi surface does not depend on the magnetic field. We then calculate the semiclassical (Boltzmann) conductivity.
Since we use the exact Green's functions, the expressions for the conductivity are valid for any value of the magnetic field.
It is shown that the only field effect is to reduce the transverse (perpendicular to the chains) difFusion coefficient: this is explained by the magnetic-field-induced one dimensionalization.
In Sec. III, we calculate the weak-localization correction her»(H) to the semiclassical conductivity o»(H) which is given by the maximally crossed diagrams. In the weak-field limit (Sec. IIIA), we show that the exact Green's functions are correctly described by the eikonal approximation.
The expres- II
tk n = 'U(Akz -kF) + P. 
The self-energy Z(a) (k, e") associated with the impurity averaged single-particle Green's function is calculated in lowest order in n, (the impurity density) and V (Born approximation) as shown in Fig. 1 
js(z, qy) = -) ) sin(kgb -Gx)
The current In Eqs. (21) and (22) and in the following, it is assumed that the size L of the system is normalized to unity. The conductivity at q = 0 and T = 0 is given by the Kubo
(25)
(x, x', k", k"') are the retarded and advanced Green's functions in the representation (x, k") before impurity averaging.
The semiclassical (Boltzmann) conductivity is obtained by replacing the product (GRG+);~b y the product of the impurity averaged Green's functions. The impurity averaged single-particle Green's functions
are directly obtained from the definition of the operators Q(~)(x, k"), Q(~) (x, k") and from the impurity averaged Green's function g(~) (k, e"). The retarded Green's function is written as G, (x, x', k") = e'~* '* '" )GR (x -x'), (26) if n(x -x') & 0, and 0 otherwise.
Here t vr is the mean free path.
Noting that the prod-
The integrals over x and x' yield Q ' (q~= 0), where
. The dc conductivity (T is then independent of H and is given by (27) cr, (H) = 2e N(0)D .
We have introduced the one-dimensional Green's func-
The factor 2 comes from spin degeneracy and D~= vzr is the diffusion coeKcient along the 2: direction in zero field. The conductivity cr""(u) is written as oyy(H) = 2e N(0)Dy(H),
qy ky ky where we have introduced the magnetic-field-dependent 
III. WEAK LOCALIZATION
We now consider the first quantum correction to the conductivity. This correction is obtained by summing the maximally crossed diagrams which give rise to a divergent correction to the conductivity (in 2D and 1D) at low temperature in zero field. As pointed out in the Introduction, these diagrams have to be considered in both the low-field limit~,r && 1 and the high-field limit cuc )& t, 1/r. The maximally crossed diagrams define a propagator P (the cooperon), which becomes a ladder diagram in the particle-particle channel (Fig. 2 ). In the representation (x, k"), P is determined by the following integral equation:
tion for the cooperon P(x1, x2, q") in the particle-particle channel.
into account by replacing i(d by -1/rm) where r;" is the shortest inelastic relaxation time in the system. 1r 2 The temperature is assumed to be low enough so that r « r;".
Using expressions (26) - (28) of the Green's functions, the kernel Q is given by dX2Q~(X1) X2) qy)gv, q"(X2) = &v, q"kv,q"(X1)'
Here, v is a quantum number which indexes the eigenfunctions Q"q and the eigenvalues A", q". The propagator is then given by , . @:, , "(*. )v.,"(*) P~(X1, X2, qy) = n, V ) A~» qv (4o) When the propagator P (X1,X2, q") is known, the first quantum correction 6(r» to o» is given by
where Jo is the zeroth-order Bessel function. In order to solve the integral equation (N), it is ne:essary to solve the eigenvalue problem defined by the kernel Q P (x1,x2, qy) = n;V 6(X1 -X2) +nV x3 xg, x3, qy
where the kernel Q (»» qy) =). (37) is the usual pair propagator. The cooperon is calculated at finite frequency, and the inelastic processes are taken
xG~(x, X1, q"-k")
x G~~( x2, x, k"). (42) F(+lt 221 qy) = 2r Qtst=o(&lt &21 qy).
Using the preceding result, the integration over 2:q and z2 in Eq. (41) 
x GR (z -x'), 10-.
-10-.
-15" In the semiclassical picture described at the beginning of this paper, these conditions can be understood as follows.
When the condition u, » t is fullfilled, the semiclassical orbits become 1D. However, for the electron to be sensible to the 1D aspect of the orbits, it has to cover more than one spatial period between two elastic diffusions.
This latter condition leads to u, r » 1. .
e' **'g (q. )y(x+-z ) = &y(z),
where xz is now the distance over which the particleparticle pair propagates. We have introduced the 1D part of the kernel and its Fourier transform = -z(1 -n, V A+ icur)Q(x). (52) As can be seen from Eq. (44), the main contribution to 6o»(II) comes from the eigenvalues A"~w hich verify 1 -n;VzA", "&& 1. Thus, it is sufficient to take into account the contribution of the states @",", v & vp, where the cut ofF vp is defined by 1 -n; V A",~"1 . As -iV -2eA, where 2e is the charge of the particle-particle pair. Equation (52) is the mth level of the harmonic oscillator with "frequency" 2~2m, t and "mass" 1/2v . We have introduced the effective diffusion coefficient D,g = (D~D")i/s. According to the relative values of 1/t, r, and r;", we distinguish the three difFerent limits: (a) coherent limit, 1/t « r; (b) incoherent limit (low temperature), r « 1/t and r « 6tp « r;";(c) incoherent limit (high temperature), r « 1/t and r « r;"«Atp. In the coherent limit, the electronic motion from one chain to the neighboring chain is ballistic (the mean free path fs is much larger than the spacing between chains b). In the incoherent limits (b) and (c), the electron diffuses to the neighboring chain in a time Atp = 1/2t r b /D"The sp. ectra corresponding to these three different limits are shown in Fig. 4 . In the coherent limit, all the levels of the spectrum which have to be considered (1 -n, V A, q"&1) are discrete [ Fig. 4(a) where qp I/l. As in the preceding case, the eigenvalues A, q"appearing in the numerator of (44) (69) and (70) We have also calculated numerically the spectrum of the integral operator Q in the limit tr )) 1. Figure 5 shows the eigenvalues 1 -n, V2A"q for q"=0 and cu = 0 Og"=A"tP", where 0 is a difFerential operator of infinite order, it is easily seen that the operator 0 commutes with the translation operator of qr/G. Consequently, the eigenstates can be chosen as Bloch functions Q"q"= Q"q. q" where n is a band index and q is a vector between -G and G. Figure 5 shows the two first bands (n=l and n=2)
for difFerent values of q~( note that since we have chosen values for q uniformely distributed between -G and G, the value of each q increases with the magnetic field).
For very weak field, each band is dispersionless and the Landau regime 1 -n, V A"q q"=4eD~gHr(n+ 1/2) is clearly visible. When the field is increased, the pole of the cooperon is suppressed and the degeneracy of each band is lifted. In the high-field regime, the pole is restored.
The eigenvalues of the lowest band are distributed between 0 and 1 and we recover the continuous 1D spectrum. The eigenvalues of the higher bands tend to 1. Figure 6 shows~bo, (H)] versus magnetic field. In the low-field regime, the conductivity is given by the analytical result (57). In the high-field regime, the conductivity has been obtained from the eigenvalues of the kernel (38) shown in Fig. 5. It should also be noted that both effects (negative magnetoresistance in low field and positive magnetoresistance in high field) bear similarities with the disappearance and the reentrance of the superconducting phase in strongly anisotropic 3D superconductors in a magnetic field. zs 2r In each case, the effect of the field can be understood as the suppression and the restoration of the Cooper pole for increasing magnetic field.
IV. SCALING FIG. 5. Numerical calculation of the eigenvalues 1-n;V A,~"versus magnetic field in the limit t7. && 1.
Up to now, we have calculated the first quantum correction to the conductivity, without considering the validity of this pertubative calculation. In the weakly localized regime, where the pertubative approach is valid, the weak-localization correction gives the temperature (via r;") and magnetic-field dependence of the conductivity.
In order to obtain more information on the ground state of the system, we apply a scaling procedure following the approach of Apel and Rice. 2s We first note that the quantum correction at zero temperature for a system of finite size L, L"=[D"(H)/D ]irzL is obtained from the preceding calculation by replacing L;"=(Dzr;")b y L . We consider a system of microscopic size t, t"(H).
From the form of bo (H), it is possible to deduce the behavior of the system at length scales t, t"(H). We then increase the size of the system. Using the known results in 2D and 1D, we can deduce the ground state of a system of macroscopic size.
We first consider the case where t7. (& 1 in zero magnetic field. We start the scaling procedure with a system of size t, I". According to Eq. (59), the system has a 1D behavior as long as I z is smaller than Lp = (D,htp) i~~.
Lp is the length along which the electron has to diffuse on a given chain before it diffuses to the neighboring chain.
Therefore, for Lz « Lp, the chains can be considered as decoupled. When increasing the length of the chains, the dimensionless conductance gz will evoluate according to the 1D scaling function PiD(g ) = din(g )/din(L ).
Since tr « 1 implies l « Lp, the system will reach a 1D insulating state for L~( iD l, where (iD is the localization length for a 1D system. This result agrees with the one of Firsov and Prigodin,~s who have calculated the localization lengths in a strongly anisotropic conductor, using the self consistent diagrammatic treatment originally introduced by Vollhard and Wolfe. sP Consequently, the magnetic field will have no efFect in the limit tr « 1.
Consider 
V. 3D ANISOTROPIC CONDUCTOR
It is also possible to extend the preceding calculations to the case of a 3D anisotropic conductor described by the dispersion law
where t"and t, are the hopping rates in the y and z directions.
A strong magnetic field H(O, H", H, ) will localize the electrons in the (x, y) planes (H, = 0) or on the chains (H"g 0 and H, g 0). In the gauge A(0, H, x, H"x), t-he Hamiltonian is given by
where G& --eH, b and G, = eH&c. -T he Green's functions in the representation (x, kz, k, ) are given by Eq. (26), where the phase &pi l(x, x', k") has to be replaced by
where~,"= G"vand tdzz = Gzv.
The Boltzmann conductivity can be calculated as in the 2D case and is given by rr""(H) = 2e N(0)D"(H). 
In the following, we only consider the ease of a magnetic field along the y direction [in strong field, the electrons are localized in the (x, y) planesj. Several cases are to be considered according to the relative values of t&, t" 1/r and 1/7",". We assume that 1/t& « r. According to Sec. IV, the behavior of the gas in the (x, y) planes is then 2D. We shall consider the three different limits (a) coherent limit, 1/t, « r; (b) incoherent limit (low temperature), r « 1/t, and r « +tp « r;";(c) incoherent limit (high temperature), r « 1/t, and r &«;"« +tp. , according to the nature (diffusive or not) of the electronic motion along the z direction. 6tp --1/2t, r is now the diffusive time between two neighboring (x, y) planes. In v, = v sgn( -iB, ), v"= -bt sin( -ibB"-Gz). Noting that e'~i s an eigenfunction of the operator sin( -ibB"-Gz') with the eigenvalue sin(k"'b -Gx'), the first term in the right-hand side of (A3) gives the contribution (after integration over z' and y') ) ) e'f" ""l" sin(k"'b -Gx) Q (x, k") Q (z, k") O. , a' k", k'" (A4)
In order to calculate the contribution due to the second term of the right-hand side of Eq. (A3), we write the operator sin( -ibBy -Gz') as oo 2n+1 sin( -ibB"-Gx') = ) a")Cz"+i( Gx') "+~( -kgb)~, (A5) where the coefficients a"comefrom the series expansion of the function sin(z). Letting the operator sin ( -ibB"-Gx ) act on the function 6'(r -r')e'"~'" yields oo 2n+1 ) a")Cz"+, ( -Gz') "+' '( -ib) ) C"b(x -z')bf" (y -y')(ik"')0 "le'" ". The integration over x and x' yields dxdx'Gg (x -xI)Gg (x2 -x')G@ (x' -xi)G@ (x2 -x) = t e (Bs) Equation (43) follows from (B4) and (B8).
APPENDIX C According to Eq. (63), there are four contributions to bQ~(x, x2, qy) . The first contribution is equal to bQ(il(x, x"qy) = --, Q. "(x, », q"). ) e ip *z )e e ip '[qpb G-(2m+22) Lett. 58, 726 (1991) .
A 2D set of quantum wires will be correctly described by the Hamiltonian (3) if the two following conditions are verified: (1) the Fermi surface Z(k) = p must be strongly anisotropic,~k -k~~/ky && 1 on the Fermi surface; (2) bands have to be well separated so that a one-band model holds.
